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U.S. Energy Policy
Implications of U.S. Energy Policy on the Pulp and Paper Industry
From the universe of energy and climate policies being debated in the United States, we have
analyzed five policy initiatives with potentially large impacts on the U.S. pulp and paper industry.
These include:
•
•
•
•
•

a federal renewable electricity standard,
a U.S. greenhouse gas (GHG) cap and trade system,
stronger federal renewable fuels standards,
state incentives for biomass pilot projects, and
taxation of forest property based on current use.

All but one of the policies examined are anticipated to increase the price and supply of timber
and other forest-based biomass inputs, relative to a business-as-usual scenario. The one
exception (taxation of forest property based on current use) would also increase the supply of
available forest-based biomass inputs, but it would do this in conjunction with placing downward
rather than upward pressure on the price of forest-based inputs.
These same four policies are also anticipated to inflate the price of paper products because of
the upward pressure they would exert on the cost of forest-based inputs. In turn, the higher
output prices would likely reduce the final demand for domestically produced paper products,
which is already affected by the increasing use of electronic communication and increasing
competition from foreign suppliers. The one policy exception (reduced forest property taxes)
would have the opposite directional influence: it would decrease output prices, which would lead
to increased domestic paper production.
KEY REPORT
“Potential Impacts Of Energy And Climate Policies On The U. S. Pulp And Paper Industry”, Marilyn A.
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Summary of Energy and Climate Policy Impacts:
Expected Directional Changes
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